The role of microbial interactions in infectious disease.
The occurrence of infectious disease is affected by interaction between microorganisms in three ways. The indigenous flora (commensal microorganisms) of some mucous surfaces provide one of the main protective mechanisms against infection by pathogens (disease-producing microbes). The commensal populations interfere with the establishment of pathogens on mucous membranes by evoking anaerobic conditions, by competing for space and nutrients and by producing inhibitors. How, at the beginning of successful infection, pathogens in relatively small numbers overcome this protective activity of the commensal population is unknown. Although not a general phenomenon, some pathogens exacerbate the effects of others. The best examples are the potentiation of bacterial infections by existing viral infections: mucosal adherence and penetration by bacteria are enhanced and phagocytic defences against them weakened. Some microorganisms that are unable to produce significant disease on their own may combine with others to cause serious sickness. The harmful effects of these combinations of microorganisms can be explained by the multifactorial nature of pathogenicity (virulence), i.e. the capacity to produce disease. Although each member of the mixed population cannot alone produce the full complement of factors needed for disease production, the complement can be attained by combining contributions from different members.